
Jon Broome  :  
architect & self-builder 

sustainable neighbourhoods

Innovation & conservation



social sustainability 
 
Residents have a stake in the 
design & management of their 
environment 



acquiring skills & self-confidence 
in building & organizing 



	

Guildford 

Horsham Woking 

environmental sustainability 
near passivhaus standards for a social housing budget 



environmental impacts of the building 

•  Materials specification 
•  Timber specification 
•  Re-use and recyclability 
 

–  Use materials as 
efficiently as possible 

–  Natural rather than 
heavily manufactured 

–  Local rather than 
imported 

–  Recycled rather than 
new 

 



£30k house 
 
3 bedrooms,  
2 bathrooms 
self-built 
 

economic sustainability





levels of self-help elsewhere  



Almere NL 

•   3000 homes 

•   Infrastructure by local 
authority 

•   Design within height, 
width & depth limits 

•   Small flat @ £25k plot + 
£50k build cost 

•   3 bed house @ £50k plot + 
£100k build cost 

 



Vauban D •   25% cost reduction 
•   Low energy & renewables 
•   Car free, bicycle friendly 
•   Community facilities 

•   2000 homes 
•   100 co-housing groups 
•   4 floors max, no 
detached houses 
 



•  10% new homes self-organized 500 pa of 
which 10%  are co-ops 

•  City tenders land on a �concept� 
•  Convenes local weekly meetings 
•  Banks find self-help housing the best risk 
•  Implemented by experienced �process 

advisors� 

Frame & infill Berlin D



 
Ashley Vale Bristol 
41 homes 
Community run 
Low energy homes for sale plots 
@ £35k 
Affordable homes for rent 
Refurbished flats 
Workspace  
Community space 
 



Hackney co-housing Threshold, Dorset 

Stroud, Gloucestershire LILAC, Leeds 
UK co-housing



Lewisham Self-build 



 Church Grove Project 

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Participatory_design

Participatory design (originally co-
operative design, now often co-
design) is an approach to design 
attempting to actively involve all 
stakeholders (e.g. employees, 
partners, customers, citizens, 
end users) in the design process 
to help ensure the result meets 
their needs and is usable.

co-design timeline

Festival of ideas

The Festival of Ideas was an introduction day, and 
included design discussions structured around 4 themes, 
and hosted at 4 different tables. 

The themes were:

site, landscape and gardens,
character of housing and materiality,
internal layouts and
sustainability

The residents group split into 4 groups and each group 
spent 30 minutes exploring each theme.

Evening session 1
 
At the first evening session, the residents and facilitators 
split into 4 groups to discuss the 5 key questions that 
had emerged from the Festival of Ideas session on Site, 
landscape and gardens:

1. How can we balance the requirements for shared and 
private external space?
2. How can the shared external space allow for different 
activities at different times of the day/year?
3. How can the site feel secure without being a gated 
development?
4. What are the implications of a car-free development on the 
design of the scheme, and how can RUSS support residents 
to adapt to a car-free lifestyle?
5. How and where will RUSS fulfil its objective to grow food 
on site? Should there be intensive
food growing? Do all residents need to be involved in food 
growing?

Evening session 2

At the second evening session, the residents and facilitators 
split into 4 groups to discuss the 5 key questions that had 
emerged from the Festival of Ideas session on Character, 
materiality and feel:

1. How can the desire for large windows be balanced with 
the need for privacy?
2. How can the new housing achieve a balance between 
making its own mark, and being sensitive to the neighbouring 
conservation area?
3. What materials are both sustainable and self-buildable?
4. How can the design be coherent and allow for some 
individual expression?
5. How can the landscape and trees be integrated into the 
character of the building?

Evening session 3
 
At the third evening session, the residents and facilitators split 
into groups according to flat/house size to discuss Internal 
Layouts. 

Before the session we asked residents to draw a plan of their 
current home. At the session each resident fed back about 
what worked well and what they liked and didn’t like about 
where they lived at the moment.

Then we moved on to look at some examples of plans from 
other projects which had different characteristics. Residents 
were able to comment on the examples.

RUSS has allowed for an extra 10% floor area above the 
London Plan space standards for all flats/houses (except for 
the 3 bed shared flats). We discussed different options for 
how this extra area could be used.

Evening session 4
 
The fourth evening session consisted of 2 presentations. The 
first from Architype summarised the sustainability framework 
which the board of RUSS has adopted, and the second from 
Jon Broome Architects introduced the self-build construction
strategy.

Group Facilitators worked through a series of questions to
get a feel for the ‘appetite’ for self-build work amongst the
Residents Group, and to understand how much time and
skills they could bring. 

Feedback Session 1 
 
The first feedback session was across a whole day 
and was split into two sessions with a bring and share 
lunch in between. Tim Van Eyken, one of the residents’ 
group representatives started the first session with an 
introduction to consensus decision making - an approach 
to make collective decisions relating to the project.

Architype then presented the emerging design strategy 
and explained how it had been influenced by the co-
design feedback and the site constraints. This was 
followed by a discussion in groups on some key options 
within the strategy, and then an attempt at consensus 
decision making as a whole group. The afternoon session 
was a more creative session looking at individual flat 
layouts.

The residents organised a selection of 
precedents into ‘controversial’, ‘not relevant’ 
‘nice to have’ and ‘essential’.

The residents organised a selection of 
precedents into ‘controversial’, ‘not relevant’ 
‘nice to have’ and ‘essential’.

The residents expressed their preference on a 
number of questions such as how can we balance 
the requirements for shared and private space. 

The residents expressed their preference on a number 
of questions such as how can the landscape and trees 
be integrated into the character of the building?

The residents drew plans of their current homes 
and talked about what worked well and what 
they liked/didn’t like.

The residents answered a series of 
questions about their interest and 
capacity for self-build.

The residents reviewed the emerging 
design strategy, and discussed some 
options within the strategy. 



•  balance interests of residents, neighbours & local 
authority 

•  truly affordable 

•  under control of residents with a role in design, 
construction & management 

•  reflect local population; young & old, rich & poor, singles, 
couples & families 

•  very low energy with affordable running costs 

•  provide training opportunities  

 

principles 





affordability 

Related to income : not 
market value 

 
Low energy costs 
 
Affordable in perpetuity : 

no right to buy, 
retained equity 

 
Range of tenures 
 
Self-build options 



 Church Grove Project 

Image 1 - A courtyard around a tree

Image 4

Image 6 - Integrated steps and 
seats

Image 9 - Wildflowers and grasses

Image 2 - A sunken courtyard

Image 3 - A courtyard with planting 
zones

Image 8 - Integrated steps and rampsImage 5 - A planted walkway

Image 4 - A lightweight walkway through the trees

Image 7 - Integrated planting and 
seating

See images 1, 2 and 3 
for examples of planted 
courtyards

See images 4 and 5 for examples of 
walkways

See image 9 for an example of 
a wildlife zone

See images 6, 7 and 8 for 
examples of level changes and 
seats

Viewpoint

A

Creating a central community space

Current view down Church Grove Proposed view down Church Grove



 Church Grove Project 

These plans have been 
developed and refined through 
the co-design process, and with 
input from local residents and 
Lewisham Planning Department’s 
Urban Design and Conservation 
teams.

Community hub

Growing space

Play space

Outdoor 
meeting 
space

3 Accessible parking spaces 
and 1 car club space

Shared surface for turning 
waste and fire vehicles and 
additional playspace

Entrance to the site

Ground floor plan

Outdoor eating space



 Church Grove Project 

Other floor plans

First floor

Second floor

Third floor

Roof

Precedents

Typical section t

Walter’s Way, Lewisham / Walter Segal 
Photo credit: James Drew Turner for the Guardian / Taran Wilkhu

25 Green, Turin / Luciano Pia Photo credit: Beppe Giardino

Collective Eco-Housing La Canopée / Patrick Arotcharen Architecte Photo credit: Vincent Monthiers , Mathieu Choiselat

Accordia, Cambridge /FCB Studios 
Photo credits: FCB Studios / grant-associates.uk.com

The relationship of the buildings 
to the gardens is a priority for 
RUSS and the residents group 
alike. 

These are a series of precedents 
that give an idea of what the 
Church Grove project might look 
and feel like. 

The building is raised off the ground to protect the 
properties in case of flooding.

South facing shared gardens set the buildings in context. 
They will be used for food growing by the residents.

The proposal uses the roof for PVs and food growing

The balconies and walkways make the most of the 
South orientation and provide shading to the lower flats.

Buffer zone for EA access 
and biodiversity.

Houses are located on the ground and 
first floors with the flats above

Houses could have additional 
amenity space to the rear.

Ravensbourne river

Access decks and walkway provide level access to the building, it 
also creates a clear threshold between public and private.



 Church Grove Project 

Accordia, Cambridge /FCB Studios 
Photo credits: FCB Studios / grant-associates.uk.com

These are sketch views that 
have been developed through 
the co-design process, and with 
input from local residents and 
Lewisham Planning Department’s 
Urban Design and Conservation 
teams.

Aerial view from the front

Aerial view from the back View from the growing space


